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it has traffic to send. The outlying stations
respond when polled with discrete indications
of their traffic-to-send
status. When a station
is selected to send, it trahsmits a start of
heading indicator and stops. The line control
station may then send any information that is
to be printed at the selected sending station
(e.g., a time and date or message number record)
before reinitiating the transmission from the selected sender and before resuming delivery of any
interrupted
me3sage delivery. The selected
sending station then sends the entire message,
including the heading and the text, and stops
either upon detection of the start of heading
indicator of another message or upon detection
of the end of transmission
indicator. In the
case of a multiple message pickup (selected
sending station stopped upon detection of a
start of heading indicator), the line control
station must then take the appropriate action,
as indicated above, to reinitiate the transmission
from the station .. In the case of a termination
of transmission
(selected
sending station
stopped upon detection of an end of transmission
indicator), the selected sending station will
automatically
assume
the idle, unselected
condition. The line control station may then
interrupt any message delivery in process and
proceed with the polling routine with the next
station in the polling round, looking for another
station with traffic to send.

1. INTRODUCTION
New 4-row private line full duplex data
selective calling service station arrangements
have been developed by the Bell System for
data services. The 86Bl stations provide for
100 word per minute operation using Model
33- and 35- type teletypewriter equipment. The
86B2 stations provide for 150 word per minute
operation using Model 37-type teletypewriter
equipment. Both types of stations employ the
same on-line operating procedure and control
dialogue using the USA Standard Code for Information Interchange (USASCII), USAS X3.4 1967.
As illustrated in Figure 1, these stations
may be employed in multipoint systems that
are controlled by a customer-provided computer.
The line control station (computer switcher)
governs the selection of stations for sending
and receiving. Compared to existing Bell System
full-duplex selective calling service stations,
such as the 81D types, the 86B full-duplex
stations
offer an improved and more secure
system operation and a widely expanded list
of station and system features,
In the past, the design of full-duplex
selective
calling service stations has been
dependent on the inherent capabilities
of the
terminal devices employed. This has generally
resulted in narrowly defined operating systems
that are not readily adaptable to modern computer-oriented systems. In the case of the 86B
full-duplex stations, however, the design has
employed solid state electronic technology to
provide station
arrangements
that are more
flexible in their operation and capable of handling
the required, on-line administrative
functions
independent of the terminal equipment. The 86B
station
control logic provides a variety of
features to maintain the flexibility required to
adapt to computer-controlled systems that may
employ somewhat different operational
procedures.

To deliver messages, the line control station (computer switches) interrupts any pickup of
traffic in progress to initiate call-in. The callin process consists of the line control station
asking each of the indicated receiving stations
on the line individually in turn whether or not
it is ready to receive the message. The outlying
stations
respond when called with discrete
indications
of their ready-to-receive
status.
Stations that respond ready-to-receive to callin, automatically
become selected receivers.
In the case of stations that respond not-readyto-receive
to repeated call-in attempts, the
line control station will invoke the message
intercept routine being employed in the system.
When all of the available addressed stations
on the line have been called in, the line control
station reinitiates
the pickup of traffic from
any selected sending station that may have had
its transmission
interrupted
by this call-in
process, unblinds all selected receivers, and
initiates delivery of the message. Transmission
of the end of transmission indicator at the end
of the message delivery causes the selected

The normal operation of 86B-type stations
permits simultaneous transmission of messages
in two directions with interruption of traffic
pickup to call-in (select) receivers for message
delivery and interruption of message delivery
to poll senders for traffic pickup. In brief, to
pickup traffic the line control station (computer
switcher) interrupts any message delivery in
process and polls the individual outlying stations in turn asking each station whether or not
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receiving stations to assume the idle, unselected
condition. The line control station may then
proceed with the next message delivery by
interrupting any pickup of traffic in progress
to initiate the next call-in process,

nical Reference 150 Baud Private Line
Channels Interface Specification February,
1968.
which is available from:
Engineering Director Data Communications
American Telephone & Telegraph Company
195 Broadway
New York; New York 10007

It will be possible to associate customerprovided equipment with 86B stations and their
components in several ways. First, a customerprovided computer switcher
(CPT) may be
employed as the line control station for 86B
stations.* The Bell System outlying stations
are able to provide a flexible arrangement that,
in general, will result in the final definition of
available system features as being those attributable
to the line control station itself.
This, then allows a certain amount of tailoring
of the station operation to fit the particular
system needs,

Future issues of this technical reference
will include specific information pertaining to
the interface arrangements provided to allow
customer-provided equipment to be used in place
of Bell System teletypewriters as the outlying
station terminal devices when such an interface
arrangement is made available.

Second,
customer-provided
terminals
(CPTs) may be employed in place of Bell System
teletypewriter equipments as the terminal devices
at outlying stations. This arrangement would
retain the 86B station control logic to handle
the polling and call-in functions of the system,
The 86B station control logic is designed to
accommodate this permissive change in terminal
device equipments. This arrangement may be
offered for service at such time as the 86B
station control logic with an appropriate EIARS232B interface is available.

2. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
86B STATIONS

The 86B stations incorporate many features
that are not now available with existing Bell
System teletypewriter selective calling systems.
Some of these features that directly or indirectly affect on-line operation are described
briefly in this section to aid in the understanding
of the capabilities
and limitations that are
available when 86B stations or components are
employed in full-duplex selective calling systems
controlled
by
customer-provided
computer
switchers.

In a future issue, this technical reference
will provide all of the detailed information that
is required to enable customer-provided equipment to be associated with 86B station components in either of the arrangements listed
above. This issue of the technical reference,
however, provides only that information required
in order to program a computer switcher as the
line control station. The type of information
provided includes a brief description of the
salient features of the Bell System teletypewriter outlying station and how the station
control logic operates, a review of the on-line
signal characteristics
of the 86B _stations, and
a detailed examination of the operational aspects
of 86B stations.

Figure 2 illustrates the general organization of the full-duplex Bell System 86B station.
The sending teletypewriter
terminal device
serves as the source of information signals.
The station control unit serves as both the
source and sink for administrative signals. The
sending and receiving teletypewriter terminal
devices are not actively involved in the logic
organization
of the station, but provide the
stimuli required by the station control unit
regarding traffic-to-send
and ready-to-receive
conditions. The station conttol unit includes
all of the character detection and generation
capability required along with the necessary
logic to complement the on-line administrative
procedures of the system. This separation of
machine and control results in a more flexible
station arrangement and accounts for many of
the new features available with the 86B stations.

*
A standard 150 Baud Private Line Channel
interface arrangement will be used, Reference
should be made to:
Bell

System Data Communications

Tech
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An 86B1 station may employ either all
33- or all 35-type teletypewriter equipment as
the terminal devices. An 86B2 station employs
37-type teletypewriter equipment as the terminal
devices. The feasibility of using 33-type teletypewriter equipment on this type of service
is being studied. Both the 86B1 and 86B2 stations will be available in station arrangements
that employ (1) an automatic send-receive (ASR)
terminal and a receiving-only page printer (RO)
terminal in combination, (2) as ASR terminal
and a receiving-only tape punch (ROTR) terminal
in combination, (3) an RO terminal alone, or
(4) an ROTR terminal alone. In the case of arrangements (1) and (3), it will also be possbile
to employ an auxiliary receiving device (RO or
ROTR) as a slave to the primary RO terminal.
This auxiliary receiver may be cut on and off
during any message delivery under on-line
signal control.

of Text), and EXT (End of Text) are message
format delineators and are used to define the
beginning and the end of the different elements
of the message. A number of messages may be
grouped together to form a single transmission
that will be picked up as a result of a single
poll. The end of a transmission is delimited by
the control character EOT (End of Transmission)
following the EXT of the last message.
86B stations
offer "continuous
tape"
operation in that it is not necessary to tear the
tape and handle pieces of tape in the normal
operation of the station. The station control
logic automatically insures that a transmission
is available
before giving a traffic-to-send
response to polling. A differential EOT counter
in the station control logic counts in EOTs
generated from keyboard (during tape preparation)
and counts out EOTs when they are transmitted.
As long as the EOT count is not zero, the
station control logic will behave in the fashion
described below. When the EOT count falls to
zero, the station control logic will give a notraffic-to-send
response to polling independent
of whether, there is tape in the tape reader or not.

The cut on and cut off of an auxiliary
receiving
terminal device
is normally accomplished within the text of a message delivery and, hence, requires no special action
on the part of the line control station. The
control
character
DC2 (Device Control 2)
in text will cut on the auxiliary receiving
device. The control character DC4 (Device
Control 4) in text or the control character
ETX (End of Text) at the end of the text
will cut off the auxiliary receiving device.
However, when it becomes necessary to abort a
message delivery, the computer switcher will
have to act to insure that an auxiliary receiving
device that is cut-on at the time of the delivery
abort is cut off so that a subsequent message
delivery to that station will not automatically
commence with the auxiliary receiving device
in the cut-on state. A DC4 or ETX included as
a part of a delivery abort service message will
provide the required auxiliary receiving device
cut-off function.

Associated
with the EOT count feature
is another feature that guarantees that a transmission from a selected sending station will
not begin with the customary number of DELETE
characters
often used to physically separate
transmissions in tape. Whenever the 86B station
is in the IDLE condition and the EOT count
is positive, the station control logic causes
the tape reader to advance through any DELETE
characters used as a tape leader until the SOH
character delineating the start of the heading
is detected. Only then will the station control
logic respond affirmatively
to polling. The
subsequent
transmission
by the station will
then be an SOH character followed bythe heading
as prepared by the originator. This feature
offers two obvious advantages. First, the line
control station need not be arranged to take any
special action on leading DELETEs as a result
of a poll. Second, by discarding such intertransmission
"fill"
characters
as an overlap
operation off-line, better utilization
is made
of the available line capacity for actual message
traffic.

The typical message sent by an 86B station has the following format:

s

s

0 Heading
H

T
X

Message Text

E
T
X

There is a heading section that contains
the
addresses of those stations that are to receive
the message text, and there is a section that
contains the message text itself. The control
characters SOH (Start of Heading), STX (Start

86B stations
incorporate two types of
responses to a poll - regular pickup or priority
pickup. This feature permits system organiza-
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tion such that certain traffic can be qualified
as being more important from a pickup standpoint by the station attendant than other traffic
in the system. An attendant control is provided
at 86B stations that, when operated, conditions
the station control logic to respond to polling
with the priority-pickup response in place of
the regular-pickup response, There is no automatic insertion of a priority indication in the
message itself as a result of this action other
than that possibly put in by the attendant to
govern the delivery of the message. The use
of this feature is up to the program organization
since the difference between the two responses
can obviously ·be ignored within the program
structure.

The
call-in
(selection)
of receiving
stations, on the other hand, involves the use
of single character station call-in codes only.
The call-in operation involves asking each
intended receiver individually if it is ready
to receive and receiving a discrete response
concerning its readiness to receive. Group or
broadcast call-in codes are not available with
the 86B stations. Stations will be arranged to
respond to one and only one station call-in
code, Group and broadcast address codes may
be employed by the user in the message heading,
but they must be translated into individual callin codes by the computer switcher before the
process
of selecting
receivers begins. The
call-in operation is arranged so that as each
selected receiving station responds to call-in
that it is ready to receive, it alone is unblinded.
Hence, it is possible to deliver separate information to each selected receiving station during
the call-in
process
without other selected
receiving stations receiving it. A system unblind code function is provided so that all
selected
receiving stations will receive the
message text delivery from the line control
station at the same time.

The 86B station response to polling is
designed to also include information pertaining
to the readiness of the receiving terminal device
at the station to receive. Such information
obtained as a response to polHng can be useful
in determining whether or not a delivery to the
station responding should be attempted at this
time or not. Again, this is the type of information
that can be ignored by the system program if
it is considered to be of little value for the
particular system implementation planned. However, the computer switcher must be prepared
to accept such information from 86B stations
as a part of a polling response, whether the
computer switcher plans to make use of this
information or not.

Because of the separation of machine
functions and control functions in the station
organization, it is possible to exercise motor
control and turn off the teletypewriter motors
whenever the associated station equipment is
not directly involved with message preparation,
pickup or delivery. This may be a very desirable
feature at locations that principally receive
traffic, thereby resulting in a considerably
quieter environment. However, having such •a
feature means that sufficient time must be
allowed during the call-in process to insure
that the motors of the receiving terminal devices
get up to proper operating speed before data
signals are sent on the line, The 86B station
control logic does not provide explicitly for
such a timing function in connection with its
response to a call-in.Consequently,
thecomputer
switcher must be programmed to provide the
required timing when motor control at 86B stations is employed. Detailed information concerning the timing required to allow for teletypewriter motors to get to proper operating
speed is given in Section 3.6 - Timing Considerations.

With 86B station operation, a selected
station
sends the entire message (heading
plus text) to the line control station (computer
switcher)
without stopping.
The computer
switcher is then responsible
for translating
the addresses in the heading into the necessary
individual station call-in codes and performing
the call-in of receiving stations upon delivery
of the message. The 86B station control logic
is transparent to what is in the heading portion
of a message. Therefore, the addressing capability that can be employed in any system is
governed only by the capabilities of the computer
switcher. Consequently, multicharacter mnemonic
addresses
can be employed to increase the
meaningfulness and capacity of station addressing, and user assigned message numbering and
delivery precedence
indicators,
for example,
can be employed to expand the feature capability of system operation,

A new and potentially useful feature of
the 86B station is its ability to indicate at the
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expected from receiving stations (e.g., during
call-in or roll-call) the generation of the polling
request is automatically inhibited at the station
until the call-in or roll-call function is completed.

end of a message delivery whether or not the
message was received properly. This feature
is called roll-call. The indication is in the
form of a unique discrete response given to a
call-in type operation performed at the end of
the message delivery. The 86B station control
logic bases its decision on whether a message
delivery is good or not on such things as message format checks, machine operation checks,
and service continuity checks.

If "cocking" is employed and if no polling
request is received in some specified time
interval (for example, 15 minutes), it is suggested that the computer switcher initiate the
polling function anyway to verify that none of
the stations have traffic to send. If this polling
round indicates that there are no stations with
traffic to send, the computer switcher may then
initiate the "cocking"
function again. This
periodic
initiation of the polling function will
protect against situations where the "cocking"
function was, for one reason or another, not
detected by the 86B stations or where the polling request generated by a station was not
detected b.y the computer switcher. By specifying
the maximum time interval that the sending
stations
will be left "cocked"
before performance of a polling function, the maximum
delay that a transmission may experience because the "cocking" function was not detected
by 86B stations or because the polling request
was not detected by the computer switcher can
be controlled.

Another important feature of the 86B
stations that may be quite useful in connection
with providing secure service with computer
switcher operation is the use of the Station
Identity Check as a part of the call-in and rollcall processes to increase the probability of
message delivery to the proper station. Each
receiving station can be assigned a discrete
Station Identity Code that is different than its
call-in code. Since Station Identity Codes are
integral parts of the responses to call-in and
roll-call functions, the computer switcher can
check that the proper stations have been selected
to receive before proceeding with the message
delivery and that the proper station is responding
with respect to the properness of the message
delivery.
Because
an interruption
of message
delivery is required in order to poll, a feature
is provided with 86B stations
that allows
"cocking"
the sending stations
so that a
sending
station
will automatically
request
polling when it has traffic to send. This feature
would have its greatest value during periods
when the traffic pickup activity is low. The
delivery of messages can then proceed without
the necessity
for interruptions
in order to
determine if there are any stations with traffic
to send. The "cocking"
function conditions
sending
stations
to automatically
generate
their Station Identity Code as the request for
polling. The computer switcher then needs
only to monitor the incoming line for such polling
requests. The use of the Station Identity Code
as the polling request provides a positive
indication
of where in the polling round to
initiate the polling function when the traffic
becomes available at only one station at a
time. In the case where two stations generate
the polling request simultaneously, the identity
aspect may be lost, but the indication that the
polling function should be initiated is still
received. This feature is implemented so that
during those intervals
when responses
are

3. ON-LINE
ISTICS

SIGNAL

CHARACTER-

A computer switcher employed as a line
control station should have the following online signal characteristics
in order to be compatible with 86Bl and 86B2 outlying stations.
3.1 CODE
The
should be
Code for
This code

transmission code employed on line
USAS X.3.4-1967, the USA Standard
Information Interchange
(USASCII).
is illustrated in Figure 3.

3.2 TRANSMISSION SPEED
Acceptable transmission
speeds are 100
wpm (10 characters per second) when combinations of 33- and 35-type teletypewriter terminals
are employed in 86Bl stations or 150 wpm (15
characters per second) when 37-type teletypewriter terminals are employed in 86B2 stations.
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3.3 CHARACTER STRUCTURE

3.6 TIMING CONSIDERATIONS

At the operating speed of 100 wpm (10
char/sec.) the on-line character structure should
be 11.0 units - a 1.0 unit start pulse, seven
1.0 unit information bits, a 1.0 unit parity bit,
and a 2.0 unit stop pulse. Even parity should
be employed for all characters transmitted on
line.

This section provides information concerning the various timing considerations
that
a computer switcher
should observe when
operating as the line control station.
3.6.1 Station Motor Tum On
The use of automatic motor control at an
86B receiving station requires that the computer
switcher provide sufficient time after the callin to allow the teletypewriter motors to get up
to proper operating speed before data signals
are delivered to the station. Otherwise, erroneous
characters are likely to be detected and acted
upon by the receiving teletypewriter. As mentioned earlier, the outlying station control logic
does not provide for a delay in the response
to call-in when the receiving teletypewriter
motor is off.

At the operating speed of 150 wpm (15
char/sec.),
the on-line character
structure
should be 10.0 units - a 1.0 unit start pulse,
seven 1.0 unit information bits, a 1.0 unit
parity bit, and a 1.0 unit stop pulse. Even
parity should be employed for all characters
transmitted on-line.
3.4 BIT ORDER
Transmission
of information bits within
a character should be low order bit first. The
parity bit is considered to be the eighth bit
following the start pulse.

Under worst case conditions,
it takes
750 milliseconds for a teletypewriter motor to
attain proper operating speed. Taking into
account the two character response to call-in
but ignoring any propagation delay, the computer switcher, then, should wait for a minimum
of 650 milliseconds for 150 wpm operation and
a minimum of 550 milliseconds for 100 wpm
operation and maintain a steady marking condition on the line before sending any information
intended for the called-in receiver. This will
allow sufficient time for the motor in any of
the various types of receiving teletypewriter
terminals that may be employed to attain the
proper operating speed.

3.5 DISTORTION REQUIREMENTS
The computer switcher should transmit
data with less than 5 percent telegraph distortion. Likewise, the computer switcher should
be capable of accepting incoming signals with
up to 40 percent telegraph distortion. In cases
where the computer switcher is unable to meet
the above requirements,
special engineering
shall be required.
The above values represent long-term
objectives for acceptable sending and receiving
telegraph distortion tolerances
on 150 baud
private-line
transmission
channels.
As the
state of the art improves, it is anticipated that
these sending and receiving distortion requirements will become 3 percent and 45 percent,
respectively.

If several stations are being called in
and there is a need for delivery of separate
information to each station during the call-in
process (e.g., terminating message numbering),
then the computer switcher should introduce
this delay, after the call-in of each station.
However, if there is no need for separate information to be delivered to each station during
the call-in, then this delay need only be employed
once, after the call-in of the last station.

concerning
these
Detailed
information
distortion
requirements
is covered in the
document referred to earlier.

3.6.2 Interrupting Sending Station, Inhibiting
Polling Request Signal, or Uncocking
Sending Stations

Bell System Data Communications
Technical Reference
150 Baud Private Line Channels
Interface Specifications
August, 1966

If
call-in
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the computer switcher is going to (1)
or roll-call selected receiving stations

while a selected sending station is transmitting
or when the sending stations are in the cocked
state or (2) poll when the sending stations
are in the cocked state, the computer switcher
must wait (pause), after having initiated such
an action, for the incoming line to the computer to become idle before proceeding with the
call-in, roll-call, or polling operation. In the
case of an interrupted transmission
from a
selected sending station, this pause will permit
the selected sender to come to a graceful stop,
with all transmitted characters from the selected
sending
station
received
by the computer
switcher before responses
are generated by
any other station. In the case of a previously
cocked line, this pause will permit any already
generated polling request to be received without
interference
of polling, call-in, or roll-call
responses
from any other station. If the incoming line to the computer is already idle,
that is, neither in a transmit mode nor a cocked
state, it will not be necessary to wait (pause)
before proceeding with a call-in, roll-call, or
polling operation.

.station is to be halted for some period of time
to either allow for some mechanical operation
by the terminal device or because a natural
end of the information stream has been reached,
the computer switcher should send at least
one character to act as a pushing character to
insure that the last information text character
reaches the terminal device. This type of
pushing character is required after each of the
following control codes:
HT - Horizontal Tabulation
VT - Vertical Tabulation
FF - Form Feed
A pushing character is also required after any
message number, time and date record,
or
equivalent, sent to the outlying station during
call-in or roll-call operations.
In the cases cited above, a suitable and
suggested pushing character is the DELETE
character. The DELETE character is what is
normally used as a timing character when the
above control codes are generated by an outlying station. However, for computer-switcher
generated messages, the next regular printing
character
can be employed as the pushing
character after HT, VT, and FF control codes
since it will stay in the buffer storage at the
outlying station until it is pushed through when
transmission
resumes. In certain cases,
a
control code may even be employed to serve
the pushing function and at the same time pass
along the control information. An example of
this might be the use of the End of Text character (ETX) following the FF character at the
conclusion of a message delivery.

For almost all system configuration a
pause of 600 milliseconds will be sufficient
to stop any transmitting
selected
sending
station and to allow the incoming line to the
computer switcher to become idle. Therefore,
when the incoming line was previously cocked,
the computer switcher should wait for a minimum
of 600 milliseconds after sending DLE (Data
Link Escape) to initiate the polling function
before proceeding with the polling operation.
When initiating a call-in or roll-call function
with the incoming line in either the transmit
mode or the cocked mode, the computer switcher
should wait for a minimum of 500 milliseconds
after sending the sequence ENQ DEL (EnquiryDelete) to initiate a call-in or roll-call function
before proceeding with the call-in or roll-call
of selected receiving stations. The ENQ character performs the required interrupt. The DEL
character serves as a fill character to satisfy
the ENQ sequence expected at the 86B stations.

3.6.4 Outlying

Station

Mechanical

Functions

Timing is required after various machine
control functions to allow time for the teletypewriter terminal device to complete the necessary
mechanical operation. Perhaps the most often
used function of this type is the carriage return - line feed function. When performing
this function at an operating speed of 150 wpm,
two fill characters,
or their equivalent, are
required following the carriage return (CR) character to allow sufficient time for the maximum
physical return of the typing mechanism. The
line feed (LF) character provides one of these
timing character intervals. The other may be a
timed interval of continuous
marking or a
DELETE character. It is suggested that the

3.6.3 One Character Buffer Delay
In order to provide screening of received
characters
so only pertinent information is
delivered to the terminal devices, the outlying
station control unit incorporates a one-character
buffer store. Each character received is pushed
through to the terminal device by the next
character received. Consequently, whenever the
transmission of message text to an outlying
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With teletypewriter terminals as outlying
stations, the responses to inquires, like polling
and call-in, can be expected within the limits
of the transmission delay time for the system
layout. Under almost all circumstances,
a
time-out interval having a minimum of 600 milliseconds
for this function should be quite
satisfactory.

computer switcher adopt the policy of always
sending the sequence CR LF DEL when executing this function to allow sufficient time for
the carriage return function to be completed
independent of the type of teletypewriter terminal
or the transmission speed employed.
The timing required for the tabulation
and form feed functions varies according to
the tab settings and length of form employed.
Therefore, it is not possible to specify here
exact timing intervals required for these functions. However, it is possible to indicate the
operating speeds for the tabulation and form feed
functions for the various teletypewriter equipments that may be employed in 86B stations.
This information is given in terms of the number
of spaces or lines moved per character interval
during the execution of the indicated function.
The following chart indicates these values:
Terminal
Device

Tabulation
Horizontal
Vertical

33
35
37

3:1
3:1

6:1
3:1

It is suggested that, if an intercharacter
time-out interval is employed by the computer
switcher on text received from an 86B station,
that it be long enough to allow the operator
at the outlying station sufficient time to clear a
taut tape or twisted tape condition without
losing control of the line. A recommended timing
interval for this function is approximate! y 3 0
seconds.
An intercharacter
time-out of this
magnitude is required if the HOLD feature
available with 86B stations is to be employed
in the system (see Section 4.6 - HOLD Feature).

Form
Feeding

4. DETAILED SYSTEM OPERATION AL
PROCEDURES

6:1
6:1
3:1

This section covers the allowable operational aspects of an 86B station and describes
the features, capabilities,
and limitations that
exist. This material is organized such that it
generally follows the logical sequence of events
illustrated in Sequence Charts SCl & SC2. Both
sequence charts should be referenced to aid in
the understanding of the station operation being
described.

These figures mean, for instance, that the 35type teletypewriter printing mechanism moves
three spaces during a character interval in the
process of horizontal tabulation. Thus, knowing
the s~ttingJ for tabulation and form feed functions employed in the system, the computer
switcher cin be programmed to provide the
timing required for each function. This timing
can either be quite exact based on the amount
of mechanical movement required to complete
the operation from the point of execution, or
it can be gross based on the maximum mechanical movement possible for the particular function.

4.1 SYSTEM INITIALIZATION - IDLE STATE
When the power is turned ON at an 86B
station, the station control logic will automatically become activated and assume the
"idle" state. In this condition the station control logic will be sensitive to line signals and
will become selected to send or selected to
receive if the proper signals are detected. Because it is possible for noise on the line to
generate signals, it is recommended that at
the time of initial system turn-on, or at any
other time when the line has been left in the
idle state for any extended period of time, the
computer switcher check to see that the incoming line is idle before proceeding with the
system operation.

The 35-type teletypewriter can be modified
to have vertical tabulation and form feed ratios
of 3:1 instead of 6:1. Thus, the feeding ratios
for any system application should be verified
before programming time intervals to permit
such mechanical functions.
3.6.5 Response

and Intercharacter

Time-Outs

Timing is required in the computer switcher
in the form of gross time-out functions to signify
when certain time intervals have been expended
waiting for particular events to occur. Two
such timing intervals
are inquiry response
time-outs and intercharacter time-outs.

If the incoming line is not idle, the computer switcher should initiate an emergency
stop action (see Section 4.8 - Emergency Stop)
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The response received as a result of this
polling operation may be any of the following
five types:

to silence the incoming line and to get all
sending elements of the system in step with
one another. The computer switcher should then
send the control character EOT (End of Transmission) followed by the control character DC2
(Device Control 2) to insure that any receiving
elements of the system not in the "idle" state
(e.g., selected to receive) return to the "idle"
state and that all station elements are initialized
to perform their operations in step with the
computer switcher.
With the system in the "idle"
computer switcher can -

(1) a no-traffic-to-send response,
(2) a regular-traffic-to-send response,
(3) a priority-traffic-to-send
(4) an invalid response,

response,

or

(5) no response at all.
The reaction of the computer switcher
should be somewhat different for each of these
possible responses.

state the

(1) proceed with the polling operation
looking for stations with traffic to
· pickup,

1. No-Traffic-To-Send Response
There are two no-traffic-to-send
responses, depending upon the readyto-receive
status
of the receiving
element at the station. The control
character CAN (Cancel) indicates that
the station has no traffic to send,
but that its receiving element is ready
to receive. The control character NAK
(Negative Acknowledge) indicates that
the station has no traffic to send, and
that its receiving element is not ready
to receive. 86B stations will respond
to polling with one of these two notraffic-to-send
responses
whenever
the EOT count at the station is zero
(no transmissions
completed or ready
to send).

(2) proceed with the call-in operation to
start message delivery, or
(3) although not normally desirable, do
nothing and leave the line in the
"idle" condition.
Since 86B stations are arranged for full-duplex
operation, the computer switcher can do either
(1) or (2) first and then proceed directly with
the other, interrupting traffic pickup or message
delivery as required.
4. 2 POLLING OPERATION AND RESPONSES
The computer switcher initiates the polling
operation by sending the control character DLE
(Data Link Escape). This character will define
the beginning of polling and will activate the
appropriate logic in the 86B stations. If a message delivery was in progress, the DLE causes
the station control logic at selected receiving
stations to blind their receiv,ers to signals on
the line until an unblind code is detected. If
the incoming line was cocked when the polling
operation is initiated, the computer switcher
should wait for a minimum of 600 milliseconds
after sending the DLE to insure that the incoming line is idle (see Section 3.6 - Timing
Considerations). The computer switcher should
then send the station polling code (SPC) of the
sending station to be polled and wait for a
response from the station. The SPC for each
station should be a single character chosen
from the set of 96 printing graphics in ASCII.
The only characters not available for use as
SPCs are X, W, and +. These three characters
are required to provide specific station functions that are described
elsewhere
in the
document.

It is suggested that, when either of
these two responses is received, the
computer switcher send the SPC of the
next station to be polled. There is no
need to resend the DLE character to
redefine a polling operation, although
the presence of a DLE character will
not adversely
affect 86B station
operation.
2. Regular-Traffic-To-Send

Response

There are two regular-traffic-to-send
responses, depending upon the readyto-receive
status
of the receiving
element at the station. The two character
sequence R ACK (ACK= Control Character Acknowledge) indicates
that the station has a regular pickup
available, and that its receiving element
is ready to receive. The two character
sequence R NAK indicates that the
station has a regular pickup available,
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ready to receive. 86B stations will
respond to polling with one of these
two priority-traffic-to-send
responses
whenever there is traffic to send, and
the PRIORITY key on the station
attendant
unit has been operated.

but that its receiving element is not
ready to receive. 86B stations will
respond to polling with one of these
two regular-traffic-to-send
responses
whenever there is traffic to send and
the PRIORITY key on the station
attendant unit has not been operated.

Since 86B stations respond to polling
without becoming selected as a sender,
a separate
sending-station-selection
function is required in order to assign
selected status to a sending station.
Under most circumstances the receipt
of a priority-pickup
response
will
mean that the computer switcher should
proceed to the sending-station-selection
function (see Section 4.3 - Definition
of End of Polling). If for some reason
a station
giving a priority-pickup
response is not to be selected to send,
the computer switches can proceed
with the polling function by sending
the SPC of the next station to be
polled as in the case of a no-trafficto-send response.

An 86B station responds to polling
without
becoming
selected
as
a
sender. A separate sending-stationselection function is required in order
to assign selected status to a sending
station. This type of operation then
allows the computer switcher to poll
to determine which and hc:iw many
stations
have traffic ready to send
before
selecting
a sender (status
polling). This type of operation also
allows the pickup of all traffic from
stations
indicating
priority-pickup
traffic before accepting any regularpickup traffic.

If the computer switcher does not
make any distinction between regularand priority-pickup
conditions,
then
the computer switcher, upon receiving
a regular-pickup
response,
should
proceed to the sending-station-selection function (see Section 4.3 - Definition of End of Polling). If the computer
switcher
does distinguish
between
regular- and priority-pickup conditions,
then it is suggested that the computer
switcher,
upon receiving a regularpickup response, send the SPC of the
next station to be polled, as in the
case of a no-traffic-to-send response,
looking for a station with a priority
pickup before deciding to select a
station
with regular-pickup
traffic
available.
3. Priority-Traffic-To-Send

4. Invalid Response
An invalid response is any response
that is not one of the six previously
defined respons~s - CAN, NAK, R
ACK, R NAK, P ACK, or P NAK. If
the invalid response takes the form
of a single or two character response,
it is suggested
that the computer
switcher repoll the station in question
by sending DLE to redefine the polling
operation foll~wed by the SPC of that
pE)rticular station. The assumption is
that the first response was legitimate
but had been affected by noise on the
line in such a manner that the computer switcher could not recognize
it as a valid response.

Response

There are two priority-traffic-to-send
responses, depending upon the readyto-receive
status
of the receiving
element at the station. The two character sequence P ACK indicates that
the station has a priority pickup available, and that its receiving element is
ready to receive. The two character
sequence P NAK indicates that the
station has a priority pickup available,
but that its receiving element is not

If the invalid response takes the form
of continuous transmission
from an
outlying station, it is suggested that
the computer switcher
initiate
an
emergency stop actio? (see Section
4.8 - Emergency Stop) with an appropriate service message and start
the polling process over again with
the last station polled.
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S. No Response
The computer switcher should employ
a response time-out function that will
provide an indication when expected
responses
are not received within
some specified
time interval.
Responses from teletypewriter
outlying
stations can be expected within 600
milliseconds under most circumstances.
It is suggested that in the case of a
no response
time-out the computer
switcher repoll the station in question
by sending DLE followed by the SPC
of that particular station. Since there
was no response of any kind, it is
probably not necessary to initiate an
emergency stop action as in the case
of an invalid response. It is assumed
that what most likely happened is that
when the SPC was sent the first time
it was affected by noise on the line
in such a manner that none of the
stations
recognized it as a station
polling code.
The 86B stations are designed to always
include the status of the receiving element at
a station as part of the normal polling responses.
This information is provided as an aid to the
computer switcher in determining whether or
not it is worthwhile attempting a delivery to
the receiving element at a station. Since stations are probably more often polled than calledin for delivery, inclusion of such information
in the polling response provides the computer
switcher with a more up-to-date picture of the
status of receiving elements in the system.
This information need not be employed in its
intended fashion, but the computer switcher
should be arranged to accept the information
and determine the proper traffic-to-send status
of a polled station from its contents.
4.3 DEFINITION OF END OF POLLING
As stated above the control character
DLE defines the beginning of the polling operation. There are three ways to define the end of
the polling operation. First, to merely terminate
the polling operation and return all sending
stations
to the "idle"
state, the computer
switcher should send the control character DC2
(Device Control 2). Upon detection of this code

all sending stations will assume the "idle"
state. DC2 will also unblind any previously
selected receiving stations blinded by DLE, so
that an interrupted message delivery may be
resumed.
Second, to terminate the polling operation
in order to "cock" the sending stations, the
computer switcher should send the two character sequence EOT DC2. Upon detection of
EOT while in the polling state all sending
stations
will assume the cocked state. The
DC2 code will activate the appropriate station
logic to automatically
generate their Station
Identity Code (SIC) as a polling request signal
when the stations have traffic to send. The
computer switcher should then be prepared to
accept a polling request signal when it is
generated.
If a message delivery had been
interrupted by the DLE code at the beginning
of the polling function, the DC2 code will unblind the selected receiving stations so that
message delivery may be resumed. In general,
cocking the sending stations
just requires
sending a DLE code to define the polling operation and at some later time, while still in the
polling mode, sending the EOT DC2 sequence
to define the end of polling and to initiate the
cocking function.
Third, when a response to polling indicates
that an 86B station has traffic to send that
should be picked up at this time, the computer
switcher defines the end of the polling function
by initiating a sending-station-selection
function. The computer switcher should send the
control character ENQ (Enquiry) followed immediately by the Call Enquiry Code (CEC) of
the sending station to be selected. The receipt
of the two character Sel.'J.uence by the sending
station designated by the CEC will cause that
station to assume the selected sending state
(see Section 4.4 - Stop on SOH for Delivery to
Sending Machine Printer). Detection of the ENQ
code will define the end of polling for all other
sending stations on the line.
With the use of the status poll concept
described above, it is possible that the computer switcher knows that a sending station
has traffic to send and, therefore, :nay wish to
initiate
a sending-station-selection
function
without actually polling and receiving responses
from the stations. This condition is also true
for the case where the sending stations had
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been cocked and a polling request signal (the
SIC of the station requesting polling) is received
indicating the exact station with traffic to send.
To initiate
a direct sending-station-selection
function without going through the poll-response
routine, the computer switcher must first initiate
the polling operation in the standard way by
sending the DLE code and waiting, if necessary,
to insure that the incoming line is idle. Then
the computer switcher can send the ENQ CEC
sequence to select the desired sending station
and to define the end of polling for all other
sending stations on the line.
At this point in the traffic pickup procedure, any selected
receiving stations that
were blinded by the DLE code used to define
the beginning of the polling function are still
blinded, and message delivery to such stations
is still interrupted. The unblinding of any such
selected receiving stations and the resumption
of message delivery occurs after the Stop on
SOH for Delivery to Sending Machine Printer
function described in Section 4 .4.
4.4 STOP ON SOH FOR DELIVERY TO SENDING MACHINE PRINTER
As described above, the computer switcher
selects a sending station by sending the two
character
sequence
ENQ CEC while in the
polling state. If, having sent the ENQ CEC
sequence, the computer switcher receives either
an invalid response, or no response from the
outlying station within the system response
time-out (recommended,
600 milliseconds), it
is suggested that the computer switcher send
DLE ENQ CEC to redefine polling and reselect
the sending station designated by the CEC. If
repeated attempts to start the transmitter,
or
obtain a valid response, are unsuccessful,
it
is recommended that the computer switcher
initiate an emergency stJp action (see Section
4.8 - Emergency Stop) with an appropriate
service message,
follow any system defined
trouble report routine, and reactivate the polling
function with either the next station to be polled
or the next station to be selected as a sending
station.
Independent
of the station's
original
response to polling, it now may or may not have
traffic to send. If it has no traffic to send at
at the time it is selected (tape removed or
station taken out of service), the station control
logic will send the control character NAK. The
computer switcher can then proceed with another
polling function, or cock the sending stations,

or leave the stations in the "idle"
state. If
either of the latter two actions are chosen,
and if a message delivery had been interrupted
by the polling function, then the computer
switcher
should send the control character
DC2 to unblind selected
receiving stations
and resume delivery.

If the selected sending station has traffic
to send at the time it is selected, it will send
the control character SOH and stop. There are
no DELETE (fill) characters
preceding SOH.
The stop on SOH is provided for two
reasons. First, it allows the computer switcher
to acquire the storage necessary to handle the
traffic pickup at the last possible moment so
that blocks of storage are not held available,
but unused, during the entire polling operation.
Second, stopping on SOH provides a convenient
place during traffic pickup to implement the
delivery of a time, date, or message number
record, or the like, to the selected sending
machine printer, if so desired.
To deliver any sort of information (e.g.,
originating message numbers) to the selected
sending machine printer just before traffic pickup so that it will appear first on the local copy
of the transmitted
message at the selected
sending station, the computer switcher should
send the control character DLE followed by
DCl (Device Control 1) after having received
the SOH from the selected sending station. The
DLE code defines the beginning of a polling
function as it did previously, but the DCl code
terminates the polling function and also causes
the selected
sending station to transfer the
sending machine printer to the receive side of
the station line so that the information that
follows will be directed to the sending machine
printer rather than to the receiving machine
printer. The computer switcher can then send
the desired information to the station.
After having sent DLE DCl and during
the delivery of information to a selected station sending machine printer the incoming line
into the computer switcher should be idle.
Since the DLE code defines a polling function,
it is possible that during the delivery of this
information one of the six normal polling responses could be received. This would result
if the DCl code was either changed into a
legitimate SPC by noise or errors on the line
or mutilated such that some stations did not
detect it as the DCl code defining the end of
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polling and, hence, reacted to characters
in
the information being delivered as if they were
SPCs. In this event, it is suggested that the
computer switcher resend the OLE DCl combination plus the intended information, appropriately flagged as possible duplicate, to
insure that the selected
sending station has
received it. No other action need be taken since
the station that volunteered the response is not
selected as a direct result of a poll and so is
in no way an active participant
in what is
happening on the line. At the end of a delivery
of information to the selected sending machine
printer the computer switcher should send the
control character DC2. This code will transfer
the sending machine printer back to the send
side of the station line, will start the station
transmitter and will also unblind any selected
receivers that may have been blinded by the
DLE code in the initial polling function so that
delivery of an interrupted message can be resumed.

If there is no need to deliver information
to the selected sending machine printer, then
the computer switcher should send the sequence
DCl DC2 after receiving an SOH to start the
station transmitter and to unblind any selected
receiving stations so that an interrupted message
delivery may resume.
If, having sent the DCl DC2 sequence,
there is no response from the outlying station
within the system response time-out (recommended, 600 milliseconds), it is suggested that
the computer switcher send the sequence OLE
DCl DC2 again.
If repeated
attempts
to
start the transmitter are unsuccessful, it is recommended that the computer switcher initiate an
emergency stop action (see Section 4.8 - Emergency Stop) with an appropriate service message,
follow any system defined trouble report routine,
and reactivate the polling function with either
the next station to be polled or the next station
to be selected as a sending station.
4.5 PICKUP OF HEADING AND TEXT
Upon receipt of the DC2 code, the normal
selected
sending station operation is for the
transmitter to send the heading of the message,
STX, the text of the message, ET X, any inter'message fill characters (DELETES), and either
SOH defining the start of another message in
this transmission or EOT indicating the end of

the transmission.
The transmitting station will
stop after sending either SOH or EQT and not
before, except for interruptions caused by callin or roll-call functions (see Section 4.10 Call-In Operation & Responses,
and Section
4.11 - Roll-Call & Responses) or the use of
the HOLD feature on the part of the station
attendant to cause the transmitter to stop when
the ETX code is sent.
Because of the HOLD feature and because it is possible for tape in a transmitter
to become taut or twisted accidentally during
its transmission,
it is recommended that a
minimum intercharacter
time-out interval
of
30 seconds be employed to measure periods of
unauthorized interruption in traffic pickup before
corrective
action is taken by the computer
switcher. Should a seemingly unauthorized interruption in the traffic pickup take place, it is
suggested that the computer switcher first try
to restart the transmitter by sending the OLE
DCl DC2 sequence as a corrective action before exercising
an emergency stop routine.
This action is suggested since it is possible
that the selected
sending station will stop
because
of a seemingly authorized interrupt
signal detected that was, if fact, the result
of noise or errors on data being sent to selected
receiving stations and was not an authorized
interrupt sent by the computer switcher. If repeated attempts to start the transmitter are
unsuccessful,
it is recommended that the computer switcher initiate an emergency stop action
(see Section 4.8 - Emergency Stop) with an
appropriate service message, follow any system
defined trouble report routine, and reactivate
the polling function with either the next station
to be polled or the next station to be selected
as a sending station.
During the pickup of traffic from a selected
sending station, it is recommended that the computed switcher monitor for receipt of repeated
characters
from a station. Such a check will
then uncover an unlikely, but possible, stuck
tape situation at the selected sending station.
Under such circumstances the computer switcher
should employ the emergency stop action and
follow the same procedures as cited above.
4.6 HOLD FEATURE
feature
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86B stations
such that

are equipped with a HOLD
when a HOLD key control

on the attendant unit is operated, the transmitting station will automatically
stop when
the ETX code of the message being sent is
transmitted.
The station
operator may then
replace the tape being transmitted with one of
greater urgency and cause resumption of transmission. The transmitter will then send until the
SOH of the inserted message is transmitted, and
will again stop in the normal fashion. By operating the HOLD key again the station attendant
can cause the transmitter to again stop on the
ETX of the inserted message. The original tape
can then be reinserted into the transmitter and
the transmission caused to resume. The operation is then back to normal with the transmitter
again only stopping on SOH or EOT.
From the computer switcher viewpoint
the only variance in this operation from what
can normally be expected is the cessation of
transmission
for a period of time after the
receipt of ETX. The 30 second intercharacter
time-out interval described
above should be
ample time for the station attendant to perform
the necessary exchanging of tapes. Therefore,
no additional control other than the specified
intercharacter time-out is required to accommodate this feature. However, if desired, separate
intercharacter time-out intervals can be employed
to distinguish between the ETX stop and any
other stop (taut or twisted tape) to permit
specification
of a shorter time-out function for
the latter case in the interest of conserving line
time and maximizing the on-line efficiency of
traffic pickup.
4.7 SINGLE AND MULTIPLE MESSAGE PICKUP
Transmission
from stations may consist
of single messages or multiple messages. As
stated in Section 4.5 - Pickup of Heading and
Text, a selected sending station sends until
it detects either an SOH or an EOT, and then
it stops.

If an SOH is detected and sent, the station
stops and waits for the DLE DCl DC2 command
to resume transmission.
As in the case of the
stop on the first SOH in the transmission, the
computer switcher can now acquire the storage
necessary to handle this additional message and
can deliver information to the selected sending
machine printer (see Section 4.4 - Stop on SOH
for Delivery to Sending Machine Printer). If
information is to be delivered to the selected
sending machine printer, the computer switcher

should send DLE DCl, the information to be
delivered, and DC2. The DLE code will blind
any selected receiving stations. The DC2 code
will unblind any selected receiving stations and
will restart the transmitter. If no information
is to be delivered to the selected sending machine printer, then the computer switcher should
send the sequence DLE DCl DC2 to restart the
transmitter.

If, having sent the proper restart code,
there is no response from the outlying station
within the system response time-out (recommended, 600 milliseconds), it is suggested that
the computer switcher send the sequence DLE
DCl DC2 again. If repeated attempts to start
.the transmitter are unsuccessful,
it is recommended that the computer switcher initiate an
emergency
stop action (see Section 4.8 Emergency Stop) with an appropriate service
message,
follow any system defined trouble
reporting routine, and reactivate
the polling
function with the next station to be polled or
the next station to be selected as a sending
station.
If an EOT is detected and sent, the selected sending station stops transmitting and
automatically assumes the "idle" state. Upon
detection of the EOT code the computer switcher
should proceed with the polling function to poll
the next station in the polling round or to select
the next station available as a sending station.

If the computer switcher receives an EOT
code from a selected sending station without
an intervening ETX code, the incoming message
format has been violated, and the validity of
the traffic picked up is in question. However,
the selected sending station is no longer selected, so the computer switcher can not initiate
an emergency stop action to deliver a service
message to the sending machine printer.
In
order to inform the station about the detected
error in message format, the computer switcher
will have to generate a message for delivery
to the receiving element at the station explaining
the situation.
4.8 EMERGENCY STOP
An emergency stop function is available
with 86B stations
so the computer switcher
can stop the traffic pickup in progress from a
selected sending station in case an error condition or system irregularity is detected during
the normal system operation. The 86B stations
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are not capable of initiating emergency
actions toward the computer switcher.
The complete message
emergency stop function is:

D

Service Message

The DC2 code
stations so that
resume.

also conditions
all sending
normal system operation may

for the
4.9 LOOP-BACK

D D

D

L X C
E
1

format

stop

C C

3 2.

If necessary, the computer switcher interrupts any message delivery in progress and sends
the control character DLE followed by the uppercase alpha character X. The DLE code blinds
any selected
receiving
stations,
stops the
selected sending station transmitter, and defines
the beginning of the polling function. The
character X acts as a special SPC that causes
an EMERGENCY STOP lamp to light at any
selected
sending station that receives the X
while in the polling state.
With 86B stations there is a capability
to include a service message as part of the
emergency
stop action. In general, service
messages can be quite helpful to the selected
sending
station
attendant
in clarifying the
reason for the interruption, what action is being
taken, and what to expect next. If a service
message is to be sent as part of the emergency
stop action, the computer switcher should send
the control character DCl after the DLE X
sequence, while the system is in the polling
state, to transfer the selected sending machine
printer to the receive side of the station line,
since it is the sending machine printer that is
associated
with traffic transmitted
from the
station. The DCl code defines the end of the
polling function as far as all stations on the
line are concerned so that the information in
the service message will not be mistaken for
SPCs. The computer switcher can then send the
service message, explaining the reason for the
interruption of traffic pickup, ending with the
two character sequence DC3 DC2. The DC3
code causes the selected sending station to
return to the unselected state and locks it in
a no-traffic-to-send state until the EMERGENCY
STOP lamp at the station is manually extinguished, indicating that the interrupted tape
has been repositioned and is again ready for
transmission.
The DC2 code unblinds any selected receiving stations that were blinded by
the DLE code so the computer switcher can
resume delivery of the interrupted message.

Loop-Back
is an operating test mode
wherein a selected 86B station will respond
to control sequences
(polling, call-in, etc.)
in the normal fashion for that station, but will
send back to the line all message text characters
received. This function is provided to facilitate
remote testing of outlying stations
by Bell
System maintenance personnel.
It is .n2!..intended for use by customers. However, since
it is possible for stations to get into this mode
by detection
of a particular
two character
sequence, it is mentioned here for the purpose
of listing its symptoms and indicating how to
return the system to normal.
The receipt of the character + anytime
while in the polling state (after DLE but before
an ENQ, DCl, or DC2) will cause an 86B station to assume the loop-back mode. The computer switcher can verify if one or more stations
are accidentally in the loop-back mode by sending
characters
and checking to see if the same
information is being received with one character
delay. To terminate a possible loop back condition, the computer switcher should send the
control character EOT. Since loop-back disrupts
both traffic pickup and message delivery, the
computer switcher should reinitialize the system
and start over. The EOT should have reset the
outgoing line from the computer switcher to the
"idle" condition. However, EOT from the computer switcher has no affect on the selected
sending
status
of a transmitter.
Therefore,
the computer switcher should follow the EOT
code used to clear the loop-back condition with
an emergency stop action (see Section 4.8 Emergency Stop) with an appropriate service
message to reset the incoming line into the
computer switcher.

4.10 CALL-IN OPERATION AND RESPONSES
Message delivery involves the use of a
call-in operation to select receiving stations.
To insure that all receiving stations are in the
"idle" state after a period of inactivity on the
outgoing line, it is recommended that the computer switcher send the two character sequence
EOT DC2 before proceeding with the call-in
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When no interruption of incoming traffic
is required and the sending stations are not
cocked, the computer switcher does not need
to pause before proceeding with the call-in
function, and so, may send the CEC of an intended receiving station immediately after the
initial ENQ code sent to define the beginning
of a call-in function.

function. Call-in involves calling each intended
receiving station individually and receiving a
response indicating its ready-to-receive
status.
To initiate the call-in function, the computer switcher should send the control character
ENQ. The ENQ code will stop the transmitter
at any selected sending station or will inhibit
the generation of a polling request signal by
any cocked sending stations, will define the
beginning of a call-in function, will blind any
previously selected receiving stations, and will
activate the appropriate logic in each outlying
receiving station to look for the Call Enquiry
Code (CEC).

The response received as a result of a
call-in operation may be any of the following
four types:
(1) a ready-to-receive

response,

(2) a not-ready-to-receive

response,

(3) an invalid response, or
(4) no response at all.

When an interruption of incoming traffic
is required or when the generation of a polling
request signal is being inhibited at cocked
sending stations,
the computer switcher must
wait for a sufficient period of time to insure
that the incoming line is idle and that all inbound traffic has been received before soliciting
responses from intended receiving stations. A
pause of 600 milliseconds in recommended for
almost all system configurations.
However,
since the call-in operation involves the detection
of a .contiguous two character sequence starting
with ENQ, it is recommended that when this
pause is required the computer switcher send
the character DEL (DELETE) immediately following the ENQ that initiates the call-in function. This will satisfy the ENQ-sequence logic
at the 86B stations and will avoid the possibility of having noise or hits that may occur
during the pause from erroneously satisfying
the ENQ sequence at some station and causing
a response before the incoming line is idle. The
length of the pause required can then be shortened by the transmission time of the DEL character - 100 milliseconds
at 100 wpm and 67
milliseconds at 150 wpm.

The action of the computer switcher should
be somewhat different for each of these possible
responses.
(1) Ready-To-Receive

Response

The ready-to-receive
response is the
two character
sequence
SIC ACK,
consisting of a Station Identity Code
(SIC) followed by the control character
Acknowledge (ACK). The receipt of
a ready-to-receive
response
means
that the called-in station has assumed
the selected-to-receive
state.
A ready-to-receive response to call-in
means that the selected
receiving
station in unblinded and will copy
any information sent to it. Since
the ENQ code used as a part of the
call-in
code sequence
blinds all
other selected stations, it is possible
to deliver separate
information to
each selected receiving station when
it is called in without other selected
receiving stations receiving it. Terminating message number is an example of such per station information.

After the required pause the computer
switcher should send the ENQ code again, this
time followed immediately by the CEC of an
intended receiving station, and wait for a response from the called station. The CEC for
each station
should be a single character
chosen from the set of 96 graphics in ASCII,
with the exception
of DEL (Delete) which
is reserved for uses such as that described
above. Since the 86B stations require detection
of the sequence ENQ CEC in order to become
selected, the computer switcher must send the
ENQ with each CEC generated.

Station Identity Codes can be chosen
from the set of graphic characters in
ASCII. By choosing a different CEC
and a different SIC for each station
in a given system, the computer
switcher can verify that the proper
stations are selected for each message
delivery
by matching the received
SIC with the one that the computer
switcher has stored as being paired
with the CEC that was sent. With
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over 90 different graphics available
for both CECs and SICs, over 8100
stations can be handled by a given
computer switcher before it becomes
necessary
to repeat any CEC-SIC
combination.
(2) Not-Ready-To-Receive Response

incoming traffic as a valid part of the
traffic pickup, and reinitiate the interruption of the selected sending station
by sending ENQ DEL and pausing
as it did originally. The computer
switcher can then proceed with the
call-in operation by sending the sequence ENQ CEC for the intended
receiving
station
again. Any previously selected
receiving stations
would still be in the selected state
and unaffected by what has taken
place,

The not-ready-to-receive
response is
the two character sequence SIC NAK.
This response can result from the
receiving station being out of paper,
out of service, etc. The decision of
what is done with messages that
cannot be delivered at the time of
initial call-in is dependent on the
computer switcher and how it is pro-grammed.

If the invalid response is a SIC ACK
response with the wrong SIC and it
is deemed that the message cannot
be delivered to a wrong station in
addition to the proper station(s), the
computer switcher can merely deselect this plus any previously selected receiving stations by sending
EQT. If an explanation for the selection and almost immediate de-selection
is required,
the computer
switcher can send ENQ DC2 to unblind all selected receiving stations
and deliver such a message to all
selected
receiving stations,
ending
with the EQT code to return the
stations
to the "idle"
state. No
alarm will be invoked at the de-selected receiving stations.
If it is
desired to activate a local alarm at
the receiving stations being de-selected, then the computer switcher
should initiate
the deli very abort
action (see Section 4.13 - Delivery
Abort) with an appropriate service
message.
Anytime an invalid response requires de-selecting selected
receiving
stations,
the computer
switcher
should start the call-in
process over again starting with the
first addressee. If call-in is not to be
reattempted by the computer switcher,
then the DC2 code should be sent
following EQT to condition all stations to resume normal system operation.

The inclusion of SIC as part of the
not-ready-to-receive
response allows
the computer switcher to verify that
the
not-ready-to-receive
response
received actually came from the station called-in.
(3) Invalid Response
An invalid response is any response
that is ..!l2i SIC ACK or SIC NAK,
with the SIC being the proper SIC.
Because it is not possible to selectively de-select one selected receiving
station without de-selecting
all selected receiving stations, it is suggested that the following procedures
be followed when an invalid response
is received.

If the invalid response takes the form
of continuous transmission it means
that an interrupted selected sending
station has been falsely started. If
there is no detected garbling of this
incoming transmission, it is assumed
that an error on-line changed either
the ENQ or the CEC of the call-in
operation into the control character
DC2, which is used to restart an
interrupted selected sending station,
The fact that there was no detected
garbling of the incoming information
means that there was no simultaneous
response from any called-in receiving
station.
Therefore, it is suggested
that the computer switcher accept the

(4) No Response
The computer switcher should employ
a response time-out function that will
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provide an indication when expected
responses
are not received within
some specified
time interval.
Responses from teletypewriter
outlying
stations can be expected within 600
milliseconds under most circumstances.
It is suggested that in the case of a
no response
time-out the computer
switcher call-in the station again by
sending the sequence ENQ CEC for
that particular
station.
Since there
was no response of any kind, it is
probably not necessary
to de-select
selected receiving stations as in the
case of an invalid response. However,
if desired, the delivery abort action
can be employed in the case of a no
response to call-in. It is assumed that
what most likely happened in the case
of no response is that when thesequence ENQ CEC was sent the previous time it was affected by noise
on the line in such a manner that
none of the stations
recognized it
as its call-in code sequence.
After all of the available addressees have
been called-in and after any separate information
for each selected receiving station has been
delivered during the call-in process, the computer
switcher should send the sequence ENQ DC2 to
unblind all selected
receiving stations.
The
computer switcher may then send any information
that is to be common to all selected receiving
stations. The date and time record is a possible
example of such common information. The DC2
code will restart any selected sending station
transmitter
that was interrupted or will allow
cocked sending stations to generage their polling
request signals. The computer switcher should
then send the message starting with the STX
code followed by the message text and ETX.
All of the selected receiving stations will copy
the message.

If the call-in operation is not successful
and delivery is not to be reattempted for some
period of time, the computer switcher should
send the sequence EOT DC2 to define the end of
the call-in operation, to de-select any selected
receiving stations, and to either restart a selected sending station transmitter that was interrupted or allow cocked sending stations to generage
their polling request signals.

4.11 ROLL-CALL
SPONSES

OPERATION

AND

RE-

Roll-call is the performance of a call-in
operation of already selected receiving stations
at the conclusion of the message deli very, Its
primary function is to verify whether or not the
selected receiving stations received the information sent to them. 86B stations incorporate the
roll-call capability, but it is not mandatory that
the computer switcher must implement it.
Roll-call involves calling each selected
receiving station individually and getting a response indicating whether or not the message
was properly received. When the computer switcher has sent the ETX code defining the end of a
message delivery, it initiates a roll-call operation in the same way it initiates a call in operation, by sending the control character ENQ. The
code will stop the transmitter at any selected
sending station or will inhibit the generation of a
polling request signal by any cocked sending
stations, will define the beginning of a roll-call
function, will blind all selected receiving stations, and will activate the appropriate logic
in each outlying receiving station to look for
the Call Enquiry Code (CEC).
When an interruption of incoming traffic
is required or when the generation of a polling
request signal is being inhibited at cocked sending stations, the computer switcher must wait
for a sufficient period of time to insure that the
incoming line is idle and that all inbound traffic
has been received before soliciting responses
from selected receiving stations. A pause of 600
milliseconds is recommended for almost all system configurations.
However, since the roll-call
operation involves the detection of a contiguous
two character sequence starting with ENQ, it is
recommended that as in the case of a call-in
operation, when this pause is required, the computer switcher send the character DEL (Delete)
immediately following the ENQ that initiates the
roll-call function. This will satisfy the ENQ sequence logic at the 86B stations and will avoid
the possibility of having noise or hits that may
occur during the pause from erroneously satisfying the ENQ sequence at some station and causing a response before the incoming line is idle.
The length of the pause required can then be
shortened by the transmission time of the DEL
character--100 milliseconds at 100 wpm and 67
milliseconds at 150 wpm.
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er switcher can verify that the proper
stations are responding for each message delivery by m~tching the received
SIC with the one that the computer
switcher has stored as being paired
with the CEC that was sent.

After the required pause the computer
switcher should send the ENQ code again, this
time followed immediately by the CEC of a selected receiving station and wait for a response
from the station. The CEC for each station should
be the same as for call-in. Since the 86B stations
require detection of the sequence ENQ CEC in
order to respond, the computer switcher should
send the ENQ with each CEC generated.

Because
the roll-call and call-in
functions employ the same ENQ CEC
sequence to request responses, the
affirmative station responses have been
designed to be different - SIC ACK
for call-in and SIC CAN for roll-call.
This then provides protection against
a situation in which a selected receiving station fails to see the ETX code
ending the message deli very and,
hence, interprets the roll-call operation as another call-in. It also protects
against situations where a temporary
loss-of-carrier
or commercial power
failure caused the station to reinitialize in the "idle" state so that again a
roll-call function would appear to the
station as a call-in. Under such circumstances,
the computer switcher
should consider a SIC ACK response
as an invalid response to roll-call (See
Section 4.11 (3) - Invalid Response).

When no interruption of incoming traffic is
required and the sending stations are not cocked,
the computer switcher does not need to pause
before proceeding with the roll-call function,
and so, may send the CEC of a selected receiving station immediately after the initial ENQ
code sent to define the beginning of the roll-call
function.
The response received as a result of a
roll-call operation may be any of the following
four types:
(1) a message-correctly-received

response,

(2) a message - improperly-received
sponse,

re-

(3) an invalid response, or
( 4) no response at all.
The reaction of the computer switcher
should be somewhat different for each of these
possible responses.
(1) Message-Correctly-Received

(2) Message sponse

Response

Improperly-Received

Re-

The message-improperly-received
response is the two character sequence
SIC NAK. This response means that
during the delivery of a message one
or more of the various checks made by
the receiving 8613 station were not
satisfied (See Section 4.12 - Causes
for Message-Improperly-Received
Response). The computer switcher can
record the receipt of this response and
deal with the redelivery of the message
to this station in the fashion prescribed for by the particular system application.

The message-correctly-received
response is the two character sequence
SIC CAN, consisting of a Station
Identity Code (SIC) followed by the
control character Cancel (CAN). The
receipt of a message-correctly-received
response means that during the delivery of the message the various
checks made by the receiving 86B station were satisfied (see Section 4.12 Causes
for Message-Improperly-Received Response).
Station Identity Codes can be chosen
from the set of graphic characters in
ASCII. As explained in the case of the
call-in function, by choosing a different CEC and a different SIC for each
station in a given system, the comput-

The inclusion of SIC as a part of the
message-improperly-received
response
allows the computer switcher to verify
that the response received actually
came from the station roll-called.
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pickup, and reinitiate the interruption
of the selected sending station by
sending ENQ DEL and pausing, as it
did originally. The computer switcher
can then proceed with the roll-call
operation
by sending the sequence
ENQ CEC for intended selected receiving station
again. The previously
selected
rece1 ving stations
would
still be in the selected state and unaffected
by what has taken place.

Even though the SIC NAK response
means not-ready-to-receive
to call-in
and message-improperly-received
to
roll-call, there is no ambiguity concerning interpretation
of a SIC NAK
response to roll-call because whatever condition would cause a not-readyto-recei ve response to a call-in function should be interpreted as a condition that would mean that the message was not received properly.
(3) Invalid Response

If the invalid response is a SIC CAN,
SIC ACK, or SIC NAK response with
the wrong SIC, it is suggested that
the computer switcher ignore the response and send the sequence ENQ
CEC for the intended selected receiving station again.

An invalid response to roll-call is any
response that is .!J2!,SIC CAN or SIC
NAK, with the SIC being the proper
SIC. Since the roll-call is intended to
provide a receiving station interrogation function, it is suggested that the
following procedures be followed when
an invalid response is received.

If the invalid response is a SIC ACK

If the invalid response takes the form
of an undetectable one or two character
sequence,
it is suggested that the
computer switcher roll-call the intended selected receiving station again
by sending the sequence ENQ CEC
for that particular situation. The assumption is that the first response
was legitimate but had been affected
by noise on the line in such a manner
that the computer switcher could not
recognize it as a valid response.
If the invalid response takes the form
of continuous transmission, it means
that an interrupted selected sending
station has been falsely started. If
there is no detected garbling of. this
incoming transmission, it is assumed
that an error on-line changed either
the ENQ or the CEC of the roll-call
operation into the control DC2, which
is used to restart an interrupted selected sending station. The fact that there
was no detected garbling of the incoming information means that there was
no simultaneous
response from any
roll-called selected receiving station.
Therefore, it is suggested that the
computer switcher accept the incomi114s
traffic as a valid part of the traffic
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response with the proper SIC, it means
the station has interpreted the rollcall function as a call-in function
and has become a selected receiving
station. As mentioned above, this can
happen if the selected receiving station did not detect the ETX code or
is in the "idle" state when the rollcall operation takes place. The computer switcher should treat such a
SIC ACK response as a SIC NAK response (message-improperly-received)
and deal with the redelivery of the
message to this station in the fashion
prescribed for by the particular system
application.
Since only this station
is unblinded at this time, the computer
switcher could send a statement indicating the condition that has occurred and advising the station that
the message in question will be redelivered at some future time.
(4) No Response
The computer switcher should employ
a response time-out function that will
provide an indication when expected
responses
are not received within
some specified
time interval.
Responses from teletypewriter
outlying
stations can be expected within 600
milliseconds under most circumstances.
It is suggested that in the case of a

no-response
time-out the computer
switcher roll-call the station again
by sending the sequence ENQ CEC
for that particular station. It is assumed that what most likely happened
in the case of no response is that
when the sequence ENQ CEC was
sent the first time it was affected by
noise on the line in such a manner
that none of the stations recognized
it as its roll-call code sequence.

such that one of the checks performed during
message delivery (e.g., check to see that terminal device responds to received signals) is not
satisfied. Such a condition would not affect the
ready-to-receive status of the station, but would
affect the validity status of messages received.
4.13 DELIVERY ABORT
A delivery abort function is available with
86B stations so the computer switcher can interrupt a message delivery in progress and return
selected receiving stations to the "idle" state
in case a preempt is required or a system irregularity is detected during the normal system operation.

After all of the selected receiving stations
have been roll-called, tne computer switcher can
send the sequence ENQ DC2 to unblind all selected receiving stations. The computer switcher
may then send any information that is to be common to all selected receiving stations. A date
and time record is a possible example of such
common information. The DC2 code will restart
any selected sending station transmitter that was
interrupted or will allow cocked sending stations
to generate their polling request signals.

The complete message format for the delivery abort function is:
D

L
E

D

W

C
2

ED

Service Message

OC
T2

The computer switcher interrupts the message delivery in progress and sends the control
character OLE followed by the uppercase alpha
character W. The OLE code blinds the selected
receiving stations, stops any selected sending
transmitter or uncocks the sending stations, and
defines the beginning of a polling function. The
character W acts as a special SPC that causes a
MESSAGE RECEPTION ALARM lamp to light at
all of the selected receiving stations that receive
the W while in the polling state.

To terminate the message delivery the
computer switcher should send the sequence
EOT DC2. The EOT code will cause all selected receivir,g stations to go to the "idle" state.
The DC2 code will restart any selected sending
station transmitter that was interrupted or will
allow cocked sending stations to generate their
polling request signals.

4.12 CAUSES FOR MESSAGE-IMPROPERLYRECEIVED RESPONSE

With 86B stations there is a capability to
include a service message as a part of the delivery abort action. In general, service messages
can be quite helpful to the outlying station attendant in clarifying the reason for the interruption, what action is being taken, and what to
expect next. If a service message is to be sent
as part of the delivery abort action, the computer
switcher should send the control character DC2
after the OLE W sequence, to unblind all selected
receiving stations, and then send the service
message, The DC2 code defines the end of the
polling function as far as all stations on the line
are concerned so that the information in the service message will not be mistaken for SPCs. The
DC2 code also serves to restart any selected
sending station transmitter that was interrupted
by the OLE code,

The 86B station will respond to the rollcall function with the message-improperly-received response SIC NAK if any of the following
conditions have occurred since the station was
selected.

A. A paper-out condition was detected on
a sprocket-feed machine that resulted
in part of the delivery being lost, or
B. The terminal device failed to respond
to the received signals during delivery,
or
C. Two ETX codes were detected.
The computer switcher should be programmed to cope with the condition in which a selected receiving
station repeatedly responds
"ready-to-receive"
to call-in but then responds
"message-improperly-received"
to roll-call. This
situation can be the result ofa station malfunction

If the sending stations were cocked at the
time the delivery abort action took place, the
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DLE code would have nullified the cocked state
at all sending stations, If the DC2 code was sent
before a possible service message, the DC2 code
would not recock the sending stations but would
negate the polling state. Consequently, the sequence EOT DC2 sent after the service message
to return selected receiving stations to the "idle"
state would no longer satisfy the DLE EOT DC2
combination required to recock the sending stations. Thus, if a service message is delivered
as part of a delivery abort function (DC2 sent
after DLE W), then torecock the sendingstations

the computer switcher should send DLE EOT
DC2, instead of EOT DC2, to end the service
message. DLE EOT DC2 cocks the sending stations and EOT received while in the delivery
abort state returns all selected receiving stations
to the "idle" state. If, on the other hand,there
is ~ service message delivered as a part of the
delivery abort function (no DC2 after DLE W),
then the computer switcher can just send EOT
DC2 to both cock the sending stations and return
the selected receiving stations to the "idle"
state.
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of the station line,

17.

LCS sends desired record to
sending machine printer.

18.

LCS sends~
and resumes
delivery oT"Tnterrupted
11essage.

19.

Sta ti on sends Heading, ill,
Message Text and fil,

I
z

I

LCS may wish to deliver a
time date, or message no.
Type of record to the
sending station printer.

0

(/)
(/)

::I

(/)

z
<

"'
I...,
<!l

<

(/)

...,
(/)

DC2 transfers sending machlRe
printer to send side of the
station line, starts transmitter and unblinds selected
receivers.

I

::I

20.

"Proper Pickup"

21.

22.

...
0

"Improper Pickup"
I
LCS detects error In
message pickup and
wishes to stop transmitter. I
LCS Interrupts delivery
in progress, if necessary, and sends OLEX.

I

23 •

If LCS wishes to deliver
message to
Interrupted sending
station, It sends DCI
followed by the sei=vfce
messege,

24.

LCS concludes emergency
stop action by sending
~.
fo I lowed by ~-

a service

I-

(/)

u►

z
...,
<!l

"'
~
...,

25.

I

Continued
on sheet 3

Errors may Include Invalid
address In heading, improper
message format, etc.
OLEstops sending transmitter
and blinds any selected receivers.
X lights EMERGENCY
STOP lamp at station.
Service message need not be
formatted as regular message,
but serves to explain the
reason for the Interruption.
DCI transfers sending machine
printer to receive side of
the station line.
DC3 returns selected seRdlng
station to unselected mode
and locks It In no-trafflcto-1end state until the
EMERGENCY
STOP lamp Is extinguished manually. DC2
unbllnds any selected receivers,

GOTO STATE1B,

SCI - SEQUENCE
OF OPERATION
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AS LINE CONTROL
STATION
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STATE

B

A

REMARKS

Cont I nued
from sheet 2

t

26,

"Last Message In Transmission"

27,

Station continues sending and
stops when fil sent, Selected
sending station assumes Idle
mode,

28,

I

GO TO STATE1B,

7

"More Messages In Transmission"

i

Station continues sending
and stops when SOHsent,

I

GOTO STATE14A.
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STATE

Entry point for call-In
delivery of traffic.

....,
..J

0

{

LCS with message to deliver
may wish to send [OT DC2 so
that all recelvlngsraITons
are in Idle 110de.
I
LCS sends £.!!Q.to Initiate callIn funct Ion,

4.

LCS sends fil and waits for
minimumof 500 msecs to Insure
that station send line Is Idle,

5,

LCS sends .E.!i!J.
to relnltlate
cal I-In funcfion,

6,

LCS sends gi;_ of station
selected as receiver,

7,

"station

Ready to Receive"

I

"Station Not Ready to
Receive" I

8,

Called station detects Its
CEC, starts TTYmotor, and
sends fil...A£!.

Called station detects
Its CECand 1end1 ~.

....,
u
....,

9

•

LCS waits for TTYmotor to
attain operating speed and
then sends Information for
this selected receiver,

12,

LCS determines If more receives are to be called In,

13,

"No More Receivers to be Called
In"

Cl)

Cl)

z

I
..J
..J
c(

u

....,
a::
0

::I

See 4,10 for definition
a 1lowable CECs,

I

14.

of

I

l----------G_o_T_o_s_T-ATE

11.

In cocked state station with
traffic to send may request
polling by sending its SIC,
DELsatisfies
ENQsequence,
500 msecs required to allow
lnco•lng traffic or any alreadf
Initiated polling request (SIC)
to be received by LCS•

to be

"Separate Information Sent to
This Selected Receiver"

~
....,

and

I

10.

....,

"No Incoming Trtfflc
Line Not Cocked

I

c(

'<
a::

I

"Incoming Traffic
or Line Cocked"

I
..J
..J

In Progress

ENQstops transmitter at any
selected sending station or
Inhibits polling request signal,

3,

z

a::

and

I

I.

2.

u
a::
....,
>

REMARKS

B

A

12.

I

"No Separate Information
Sent to This Selected
Receiver"

ENQof call-in function blinds
any previously selected receivers
so that only receiver now selected 11 unblinded,
For 100 wpm operation, a mlnl•um
of 600 msecs Is required.
For
150 wpmoperation, a minimumof
650 msecs la required,

"More ReceIvers to be
Cal led In"
I
GOTO STATE5,

Continued
on sheet 2
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STATE

A

REMARKS

B

Continued
from sheet

{
{

15.
16.

"At Least One Receiver Selected"
I
LCS sends ENOOC2 to unbllnd
selected receivers.

>-

i.:I
0
w

<!I

<

II)
II)

~

18,

IF no separate Information
delivered to last receiver
called In, LCS waits for TTY
motor to attain operating speed,

19.

LCS sends an} Information
commonto all receivers plus
STX, Message Text and ETX,

20,

I

LCS sends .Qg_,

DC2 restarts
transmitter
that
was stopped or allows generation
of polling request signal at
cocked slat Ions.

I

GOTO STATE1,

17.

"'
~

"No Receivers Selected"

"Proper De11very"

For 100 wpmoperation, a minimum
of 4oo msecs Is required,
For
150 wpmoperation, a minimum of
500 msecs Is required,

"Delivery Abort"

21.

LCS inter~upls
lo discontinue

delivery
delivery.

22.

LCS sends DLEW DC2,

DLEblinds selected receivers and
stops transmitter at any selected
sending station or uncocks station
send line, W lights MESSAGE
RECEPTIONALARM
lamp at all selected
receivers.
DC2 unbllnds selected
receivers and restarts a stopped
transmitter
at any selected sending
station,

23.

LCS may send service
message to interrupted
selected receivers.

Service message need not be formatted as regular message, but
serves to explain the reason for
the Interruption,

24.
25,

LCS concludes delivery
abort action by sending
~.
I
If station send line was
uncocked In STATE22 and
Is to be recocked, LCS
send~ DL£ EOl DC2,

26,

GOTO STATE1,

I

Ii<
0
a,

<

>w
"'
>
..J

w
0

..J
..J

I

27 •

"Ro11-Ca11"

28,

LCS sends .Q!O.to Initiate
rol 1-cal 1 function,

u<

~'

"'

I

"No Rol 1-Cal 1"

I

GOTO STATE36A.

Reasons for discontinuance of
delivery may Include preempt
feature, Incomplete message, etc,

EDT returns selected
the Idle mode,

receivers

tc

Roll-call provides means for
verifying that the message was
delivered properly lo each selected receiver,
ENQstops transmitter
at any
selected sending station or
Inhibits generation of polling
request signal at tocked stations,

Continued
on sheet 3
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STATE

REMARKS

B

A

Continued
from sheet 2

..J
..J
C

'r
..J

29,

"Incoming Traffic
or LI ne Coeked"

30.

LCS sends OtL and wait for
minimum of~
msecs to
Insure that station send line
Is id le.

31.

LCS sends .E.H.Qto reinitiate
rol 1-cal 1 function •

32.

LCS sends CECof station
be roll-called,

33,

"Proper Delivery"

34.

....
C
z

:Ii

w
"'

....

{

I

I"''

Roll-called station detects
It, CCC•• ,
""'---"-A!!,

35.

"Roll-Call

36.

LCS sends EOTDC2.

37.

and

Co111plete"

In cocked state station with traffic
to send may request pol ling by
sending Its SIC,
DEL satisfies
EN~ sequence.
500
msecs required to allow incoming
traffic or any already initiated
polling request (SIC) to be received
by LCS.

to

t-----------~

I

w

"No Incoming Traffic
Line Not Cocked"

I

..J
0

"'

In Progress

See 4,10 for definition
able CECs.
"Unsatisfactory
Roll-called

l11':,:'.·

Delivery"

I

station deC£C •• , ••• ,.

"Roll-Call

of allow-

Station checks message format,
machine operation, etc. to determine
If message was delivered properly.
Use of SIC CANresponse for rollcall and SIC ACKresponse for callin provides means for LCS to determine that since the Initial call-in
(STATE8) an anomaly occurred that
caused selected receiver to assume
Idle mode.

Not Complete"
I

GO TO STATE31A,

EOTreturns selected receivers to
idle mode, DC2 restarts
transmitter
that was stopped or allo~s generation
of polling request sig~al at cocked
stat ion.

GO TO STATE1.
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